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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name: Copper And Marble Calacatta Gold Mosaic Feature Wall Tiles Supply

Short Description: Our Copper and Marble Calacatta

Gold Mosaic Feature Wall Tiles are the epitome of

elegance and sophistication. Crafted with luxurious

natural marble mosaic materials and intricate details,

these tiles transform any space into a stunning

masterpiece.

Model No.: WPM186B

Pattern: Picket

Color: White And Golden

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble, Brass

Product Detail:

Product Description

Our Copper and Marble Calacatta Gold Mosaic Feature Wall Tiles are the epitome of elegance

and sophistication. Crafted with luxurious natural marble mosaic materials and intricate details,

these tiles transform any space into a stunning masterpiece. The combination of copper and white

marble creates a mesmerizing visual that grabs the attention of anyone who enters the room.

Warm copper tones add a touch of warmth and richness, while Calacatta Gold marble exudes

luxury and opulence. Together, Calacatta gold mosaic tile creates a harmonious fusion that is both

striking and timeless. Copper and marble materials are known for their strength and resilience,

making them great choices for high-traffic areas. Our marble and brass wall mosaic tile is crafted

by skilled artisans who pay attention to every detail. The precise cutting and placement of each
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mosaic ensure a seamless and flawless installation. With our tiles, you can expect perfection in

every way.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Copper And Marble Calacatta Gold Mosaic Feature Wall Tiles Supply

Model No.: WPM186B

Pattern: Picket

Color: White And Golden

Finish: Polished

Thickness: 10 mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM186B

Color: White And Golden

Marble Name: Calacatta Gold Marble, Thassos Crystal White Marble

Model No.: WPM186A

Color: White, Grey, Golden

Marble Name: Bianco Carrara White Marble, Thassos Crystal White Marble

Model No.: WPM185

Color: White, Green, Golden

Marble Name: Thassos Crystal White Marble, Panda Green Marble

Model No.: WPM186C

Color: White And Grey

Marble Name: Thassos Crystal White Marble, Eastern White Marble



Product Application

These Copper And Marble Calacatta Gold Mosaic Feature Wall Tiles are perfect for creating a feature wall in

any residential or commercial space. Whether it's a living room, bedroom, or office, copper and marble

Calacatta gold mosaic tiles will instantly elevate the ambiance and leave a lasting impression on all who see it.

Not only are these tiles visually stunning, but they are also extremely durable and long-lasting. The mixed

copper brass and marble Harlow picket mosaic tile backsplash is a high-quality, stylish, and functional choice.

Whether you are building a new bathroom or renovating it, this product offers unrivaled design and finishing

results.

In a word, as an elegant and high-end tile product, this decorative brass inlays white marble picket mosaic tile

is widely used in different interior decoration places, bringing luxury and taste to the space. Buy our natural

marble mosaic products to give your bathroom and kitchen a unique appeal.

FAQ

Q: Do you have stock of Copper And Marble Calacatta Gold Mosaic Feature Wall Tiles?

A: Our company doesn't have stocks, the factory may have stocks of some regularly produced patterns, we

will check if you need stock.

Q: What do I need to provide for a quote? Do you have a quote form for product quotes?

A: Please provide the mosaic pattern or our Model No. of our marble mosaic products, quantity, and delivery

details if possible, we will send you a specific product quotation sheet.

Q: What area does the brass inlaid marble mosaic apply on?



A: The brass inlaid marble mosaic is mainly applied on the wall decoration, such as the bathroom wall,

kitchen wall, and wall backsplash.

Q: Can I make the unit price per piece?

A: Yes, we can offer you a unit price per piece, and our normal price is by per square meter or square feet.


